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Technical Committee Chess
FISU Technical Committee Chair Chess

Lukasz TURLEJ (POL)

FIDE Technical Delegate

Nebojsa BARALIC (SRB)

Tournament Director / Main Arbiter

Geert BAILLEUL (BEL)

Arbiter

Tom WUYTS (BEL)

Arbiter

Petr BUCHNICEK (CZE)

Technical Staff
Event supervisors:
✓ IO Lukasz Turlej - FISU Technical Delegate
✓ IA, IO Nebojsa Baralic - FIDE Delegate

Arbiters Team:
✓ IA Geert Bailleul (BEL) - Chief Arbiter
✓ IA Petr Buchnicek (CZE)
✓ NA Tom Wuyts (BEL)

Rate of Play
90'+30" - main event
3'+2" - blitz event

Rules of Play
a) Player may only agree for a draw after the thirtieth (30th) move has been made by black.
b) Any players who arrive at the chessboard 15 minutes after the start of the round will lose.
c) During play, a player is forbidden to have a mobile phone and/or other electronic means of
communication in the playing venue. If you have an absolutely switched off mobile at the playing

hall, you will lose the game (not only if it will ring).
Individual classification shall base on the total of points scored during the tournament.

Tie break criteria
The order of the players who finished with the same number of points will be rated at following criteria:
. Direct encounter (If all the tied players have met each other)
. Buchholz cut-1 (The Buchholz Cut 1 is the Buchholz score reduced by the lowest score of the opponents.)
. Buchholz

. Number of wins (both colours)
. Draw of lots

Team Classification
Team classification shall base on the total of points scored in the individual tournament and on the three (3)
best scores of at least one (1) man and one (1) woman from the same country.
Team score will be calculated from either 2 women and 1 man or 2 men and 1 woman – whichever yields a
higher score for that particular country.

Tie Break Criteria (teams)
Tie break criteria (teams):
The order of the team who finished with the same number of points will be rated as sum of:
. Buchholz cut-1 (The Buchholz Cut 1 is the Buchholz score reduced by the lowest score of the opponents.)
. Buchholz

. Number of wins (both colours)
. Sum of Buchholz: the sum of the Buchholz scores of the opponents
for the 3 best players from one federation.

Appeal
Any Protests against the decisions of the Chief Arbiter must be submitted in written form, to the chairman
of the jury d’ appeal committee, within one hour after finishing the game with a deposit of 200 euro enclosed.
Members of the jury d'appeal:
IO Lukasz Turlej (POL) - FISU Delegate

IA, IO Nabojsa Baralic (SRB) - FIDE Delegate
If the appeal is accepted the deposit will be returned.
Final statements,

In cases not covered by the present regulations, the final decision belongs to the Chief Arbiter (in
competition-related matters) and the Festival Director (in organizational matters).
The final interpretation of this General Information belongs to the Chief Arbiter (in competition-related
matters) and the Festival Director (in organizational matters).

